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Abstract  

In the frame of the 12 Month Meeting of the project CADMAD that took place at the Weizmann Institute in 
Rehovot, Israel, Prof. McCaskill of the Biomolecular Information Processing (BioMIP) Research Group of the Ruhr 
Universitaet Bochum (RUB) was invited to hold a Guest Seminar in the Faculty of Mathematics and Computer 
Science. In addition, Dr. Marc Feiglin of TECAN was invited to present  a seminar on recent results on millifluidics 
using electrowetting. Both seminars were hosted by Prof. Ehud Shapiro, CADMAD Project Coordinator. The 
former seminar was public and attended by all the partners and the 3 advisors in the CADMAD consortium as well 
as the scientific community of the Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science at the Weizmann Institute of 
Science. The two seminars formed the basis for extended discussion in CADMAD of the future role of microfluidics 
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In DNA synthesis. 
 

1. Objective 
To disseminate knowhow on microfluidics within the consortium 

2. Activity 
Deliver an invited lecture on microfluidics to the consortium partners and WEIZMANN students 

 
Title: Chemical feedback microprocessors for constructive DNA processing 

Chemical microprocessors are digitally programmable devices that have chemical, microfluidic and electronic 
processing networks. Prof. McCaskil’s  research group BioMIP at the Ruhr University Bochum has been 
developing them to build evolvable systems (in the PACE project), to build an electronic chemical cell (ECCell 
project), to implement programmable container level chemical processing (MATCHIT) and most recently to 
integrate the programming of DNA construction (CADMAD). Prof. McCaskill has outlined this development, 
highlighting their potential and the importance of feedback in such chemical information processing. One of the 
applications is towards programmable and sample-sensitive separation technology, and this also plays an 
important role in integrating DNA construction. John McCaskill has outlined some of RUB recent work approaching 
DNA construction with chemical microprocessors, concluding with a short discussion of the next step major to 
autonomous microscopic chemical processors that can be poured and injected like chemicals into other systems: 
this year RUB will be embarking on a new international collaborative project to achieve this. RUB work on this is 
supported by the EU under FP7 IST FET. 

 

Fig. 1  Right: completed electronic microfluidic chip for DNA processing (RUB). Left: details of microfluidic structures placed 
above the programmable electrode arrays on this chemical microprocessor. The three phase design allows microdroplet 
contents to be replenished from flow-by resource channels and purified in gelled separation channel networks before fully 
electronic reinjection. 
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